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I. INTRODUCTION

Random testing has been controversial throughout the history. In the early 70s opinions about random testing were divided: Girard and Rault (1973) call it a valuable test case generation scheme [11]. This is confirmed by Thayer, Lipow and Nelson (1978) in their book on software reliability [21] they say it is the necessary final step in the testing activities. However, Glenford Myers (1979) in his seminal work on the art of Software Testing [18] denominates random testing as probably the poorest testing method.

In the early 80s, partition testing is advocated [25]. It is intuitive to understand why this would be a good testing strategy: use domain knowledge of the System Under Test (SUT) to partition the input domain; group together similar cases and then choose one from each domain. We can partition according to branches, functionalities, use cases or mutant testing strategies. If a particular domain contains an failure, then many test cases in that domain would find that failure.

In 1984, however, Duran and Ntafos [9], carried out a series of experiments in which they showed that random testing could be more effective than the commonly used partition testing. Hamlet and Taylor [15] repeated more experiments and came to the same results. Weyuker together with Jeng compared the two testing approaches from an analytical point of view [24]. However, their results pointed in the same direction again: a clear superiority of partition testing could not be stated; instead, it turned out that, in effectiveness, partition testing can be better, worse or the same as random testing, depending on the adequacy of the chosen partition with respect to the location of the failure-causing inputs.

These were counter intuitive results that opened the doors to a large body of literature on the properties and benefits of random testing. Many authors investigated the conditions under which partition testing can be more effective than random testing or the other way around (see for example [22], [8], [14], [2]).

Some recent interesting studies on the topic show that we have by no means investigated enough on random testing. Arcuri et al. [3] who show that random testing is an instance of the coupons collector problem, a very well known probabilistic problem. This way many theoretical results from the probability field can be re-used and again it is shown that random testing is not a bad testing strategy in many occasions. Böhme and Paul [7] present a study that analysis efficiency of random testing. Basically they conclude that: even the most effective testing technique is inefficient compared to random testing if generating a test case takes relatively too long.

II. RANDOM TESTING AT THE GUI LEVEL

In [6], [4], [23] we present several industrial case studies evaluating a random testing tool called TESTAR 1. The tool automatically and dynamically generates random test sequences at the Graphical User Interface (GUI) level of an application. The way it works is summarized in Figure 1: user actions are being derived from a tree model that is being automatically derived from scanning the GUI through the Accessibility API; an action is selected at random and executed; the new state of the GUI is inspected for failures by an oracle and if we want to test more a new cycle of scanning, selection and execution is started.

Our case studies shown that this type of random testing is very useful in industrial practice, e.g. in [4] we tested an desktop ERP application that had been under development for the past 20 years. It took us 3 working days to deploy the tool in the industrial environment and after 91 hours of unattended random testing we found 10 previously unknown failures marked as critical by the company. Quite a good result again for random testing.

For automated GUI testing this is even better news. The TESTAR approach does not suffer as much from the maintenance problem that threatens other techniques for automated

1 Acronym for TESTAutomation at the user interFace level, see www.testar.org
testing at the GUI level like capture/replay [19], [12], [16].

The TESTAR approach is scriptless, we do not record test cases nor scripts. The tree model is inferred for every state, which implies that tests will run even when the GUI changes. So TESTAR reduces the maintenance problem and generates quick random test cases. Using Böhme and Paul’s conclusion in [7] our hypothesis is that even the most effective testing technique might be inefficient compared to TESTAR if generating and maintaining test cases takes relatively too long.

III. HOW CAN WE IMPROVE IT MORE?

Some test cases are be more likely to reveal faults than others. What if we do not select and action at random in Figure 1, but try to optimize some criteria. The best criteria would be Failure Detection Rate (FDR), but when testing the number of failures in a system is evidently not known a priori. We need surrogate measures that are correlated to the FDR. We need to come up with new measures related to coverage, diversity and novelty. In [5], [10], [1] we used Q-learning and tried to optimize the amount of different actions that were executed in the tests. Selection in Figure 1 was hence based on the Q-value that was learned for each (state, action)-pair. In [23] we used ant-colony to optimize the length of the call trees that are induced by the test sequences. The larger the call tree, the more aspects of the SUT are tested according to [1]. Selection in Figure 1 was based on the pheromone values of the ant trails (i.e. the test sequences). Choices (i.e. actions) that appear in good trails (i.e. have a large call tree) accumulate pheromones.

This way we could write a lot of papers using different search based strategies, or machine learning algorithms, that all compare different action selection strategies for yet different measures. However, we do not want to make an instance for each action selection strategy. Even less because effectiveness of action selection strategies might depend on the SUT we are testing.

IV. THE ROAD AHEAD: LEARN THE TOOL HOW TO TEST

Why not let TESTAR search for, or learn, what the best action selection strategy is for a SUT. Like drones: these are not programmed with instructions telling them how to fly, but are programmed with code instructing them to learn how to fly. We are currently working on the evaluation of a first approach using genetic programming [17] for action selection that evolves IF-THEN-ELSE rules. The next steps will be the use of machine learning techniques. Other challenges on the road ahead are to find more (surrogate) measures that on the one hand can give us more information about the effectiveness of our testing and on the other hand can drive the evolution and learning of the action selection strategy. We need to not only measure these metrics during our experiments, but we need to embed them in formal testing theory [20] to enable the analytical study of test effectiveness. Also, if we can formalize how well the graphs that are being generated by TESTAR represent the structure of software [13]. Then we can derive properties about for example the fault finding probabilities and how well our software has been tested.
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